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So this is show business!
New Brighton was blown away in February and not just
by the wind. The talented teens from St Mary’s , took to
the stage once again for their annual performance and,
sure as eggs is eggs, they put on an incredible show.
This year’s offering was childhood favourite, Bugsy
Malone by Alan Parker. Theatre goers were transported
back in time to prohibition era New York and thrust into
the shady (and silly) world of twenties gangsters, the
centre of which was Fat Sam’s speakeasy. What followed
was two hours of jokes, japes and jazz music delivered
with pizazz by over ninety St Mary’s students ranging
from year 7 to year 13.
The young cast were a credit to their school. The leads Daniel Regan (Year 13) as Bugsy and Chloe Taylor (Year
11) as Blousey - shone in their roles. Throughout the
performance they were engaging and charismatic,
demonstrating real talent and professionalism on stage.
Olivia Lowndes (Year 13) dazzled as the sultry club
singer Tallulah and Luigi Musa-Baldo - a star in the
making - brought the house down as the dwindling don
Fat Sam. The supporting cast were no less impressive:
their stellar performances meant that the audience was
with them all the way. From cackling at the hamming
hoodlums to a collective ‘aahhh’ at the impossibily cute
performance by Year 8’s Matthew Butterworth as Fizzy the caretaker who just wants to dance; it was a pleasure
to watch such a celebration of the hard work and effort
of young people and their teachers.
Live music by the school’s band and energetic
performances by the school’s dance troupes supported
the show and were again wonderful displays of how
talented our young people really are. The costumes, sets,
and fabulous touches like the real squirting ‘splurge’
guns elevated the performance from fantastic school
show to theatre experience.

And as if this wasn’t enough, St Mary’s students were
joined by some very special guests: the wonderful
children from Sacred Heart, St Joseph’s Upton, St Alban’s
and St Peter and St Paul’s primary schools. These tiny
dancers made their big school debuts in several of the
big dance numbers, including an ncredibly sweet - er
tough, I mean tough - performance of ‘So You Wanna Be
a Boxer’. If their efforts in Bugsy are anything to go by, it
will be no time before they are taking the leads in the St
Mary’s annual production themselves.
The time and effort put in by staff and students was
evident off the stage as well as on. Students working
front of house, selling raffle tickets and programmes to
help fund a volunteering trip to Lourdes, were
impeccable representatives for their school. As were the
many students in the audience, taking a night off the
games consoles to go and support their friends follow
their passions.
All in all a very good time was had by all. The auditorium
at the Floral Pavillion was packed and everyone left with
a big smile on their face. As one more in a long line of
successful performances, I think it’s safe to say that the
performing arts department and the wonderful
students of St Mary’s Catholic College really do know
how to put on a show!

"YOU'RE GONNA BE
REMEMBERED FOR
THE THINGS YOU SAY
AND DO"
-Bugsy Malone
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Austria Ski Trip
Forty five students took part in this year's ski trip to Saalbach Hinterglemm in Austria. During the week long trip
students took part in five hours of ski lessons each day, where they developed their ski skills on the slopes. After a
day on the slopes the group took part in a number of different activities each evening, such as a traditional game
of Austrian Skittles, watching an ice hockey match, a quiz night and having ago on the Alpine mountain coaster.
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Experience
Weeks
What a fortnight of enjoyment, enrichment,
reflection and challenge.
The SMCC Experience certainly gave our pupils
many opportunities to develop the virtues,
inspired by the words of Archbishop Oscar
Romero “Aspire not to have more but to be
more”.
Throughout the two weeks pupils and staff took
part in a variety of activities that allowed them
to master the many challenges they faced.
Pupils developed and reflected on the virtues of
courage, respect, humility, integrity,
compassion, gratitude, honesty and respect.
There were opportunities throughout the SMCC
Experience for pupils to build their personal
character, which, as you can see from the
photos, they certainly did!

We can’t wait for next year!
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Angela Eagle MP
MP FOR WALLASEY ANGELA
EAGLE VISITED ST MARY'S AS PART
OF OUR ORACY DRIVE
Our Year 7 students took part in
a conference with the local MP
on the subject of Public Speaking and communication. Angela
listened to students' speeches
and gave advice on how to gain
confidence and use their voices
to challenge the world in which
they live.
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We've been doing a lot of talking this year with the introduction of Oracy. As part of the Aspire
curriculum all Year 7 and 8 pupils have had lessons on Oracy in order to develop their productive
talking. We have looked at the importance of their voices through debating, exploring texts and
using talking points to develop their discussions. Our year 7 and 8 pupils have reported that the
use of Oracy has developed their written work as they are able to refine their ideas in discussion
before putting pen to paper.

Oracy Skills High
on our List
At St Mary's we believe that your children
should be taught the spoken language skills
that they need for educational progress,
for work and for full participation in society.
Research shows that children who are taught
these skills, perform better in maths, science
and reasoning tests.

No Pen Day

Poet Levi Tafari

IMPROVING ORACY
AT HOME
Talk to your children whenever you can. It’s true
that in busy households it’s becoming more and
more difficult for families to spend quality time
talking in a reflective way about what everyone’s
been doing. Mealtimes can often be the best
time for families to get together like this.
Help your children to develop their vocabulary
by suggesting better words they might have
used in your conversations, in a constructive
and friendly way!
Encourage them to take part in activities that
involve presenting to an audience, such as a
school assembly, parents’ evening, at a place of
worship or community centre.
Encourage them to take part in social activities
to broaden their experience of using talk, for example, drama groups, making and performing
music with others, and taking part in voluntary
or community work.

WE TOOK PART IN NO PEN DAY TO
SUPPORT OUR COLLEGE FOCUS
ON THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE
ELEMENTS OF THE CURRICULUM.

LIVERPOOL POET LEVI TAFARI
JOINED US, LEADING SESSIONS
ON THE HISTORY OF ORACY AND
COMMUNICATION.

Students and staff had a great
day as lessons were adapted to
extract the written elements and
focus more on the spoken word.
The day was a challenge for staff
and students with both finding
it fun and rewarding. The Challenge was taken up by a number
of schools across the country.

Our students were lucky enough
to benefit from Levi's extensive
knowledge about the origins of
the spoken word. Levi’s work is
deeply rooted in the oral tradition. He passionately believes
that poetry should not just stay
on the page and that the tongue
was the very first instrument.

ORACY IS THE ABILITY
TO EXPRESS ONESELF
FLUENTLY AND
GRAMMATICALLY IN
SPEECH
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St. Mary's Reach Finals
and Meet Diversity!
THE RYMAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISE
CHALLENGE IS A FULL DAY ENTERPRISE
PROGRAMME OPEN TO ALL SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN THE UK.
Open to full year groups the challenge
was split into two categories KS3 & KS4. In
teams of six the students worked on real life
business challenges, which were set by real
businesses. This year's challenge focused
on 'Kidzania'. KidZania is an interactive city
made for children 1-14 that combines inspiration, fun and learning through realistic
role-play. Kids can independently explore a
scaled city of over 7,000 square metres with
more than 100 exciting careers that they
can try.
Students were set the challenge of developing a new real-life activity aimed at young
people between the ages of 11-14, which
is new and exciting and would appeal to
young people visiting the attraction.
All year groups worked extremely hard on
the day and some excellent ideas were born
but after careful consideration, the winning
groups of Year 7 and 8 students were
confirmed finalists and went on to the
National Finals in Telford on 4th July.

All in all, we are so proud of our students,
not just for their efforts in the competition
but for the many ways in which they have
epitomised the ethos of St Mary's College.
Well done everyone!

This was an exciting opportunity and the
pupils did themselves and St Mary's proud.
They showed great leadership qualities and
excellent team skills, pitching their ideas to
another panel of four judges including one
investor from televisions' popular 'Dragons'
Den' in order to make their new and
exciting idea a reality.
It wasn't to be for St Mary's on the day but
the whole experience was most enjoyable
and well worth all the hard work. As well as
listening to motivational talks from BBC1's
Apprentice winner James White and Theo
Paphitis, there were lots of things to see
and do for the enquiring mind. The event
was presented by Diversity's Perry Kiely and
Jordan Banjo.
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Year 7 Conway
Centre Trip
"Young people of all ages benefit from real
life 'hands-on' experiences; when they can
see, hear, touch and explore the world around
them and have opportunities to experience
challenge and adventure".
- COUNCIL FOR LEARNING OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM

The Year 7 students visited Conway Centre in Anglesey, for a three
day residential trip. With the help of expert Outdoor Adventure
staff, students took part in activities such as kayaking, canoeing,
rock climbing, raft building, high ropes and sailing. As well as
learning new skills, the pupils came back to college with a stronger
bond after having to work closely as teams to get through the
various challenges set.
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“LEARNING OUTSIDE
THE CLASSROOM
CONTRIBUTES
SIGNIFICANTLY TO
RAISING STANDARDS
AND IMPROVING PUPILS’
PERSONAL, SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT.”
-OFSTED
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“CHRIST ASKS US TO
WELCOME OUR BROTHER
AND SISTER MIGRANTS AND
REFUGEES WITH ARMS WIDE
OPEN.”
- POPE FRANCIS

REFUGEE WALK
Inspired by Pope Francis, St Mary's and four
of our partner primary schools took action
on the refugee crisis, raising awareness of
those people forced to flee their homes. We
plotted our miles on a virtual map and with
the help of CAFOD and other Catholics we
walked around the world to show our support. This was an excellent opportunity to
raise money and awareness of the refugee
plight. It also gave our pupils the chance to
show members of the public how much they
contribute to charity and how well behaved
they are.
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LOURDES GROUP
Our students journeyed on the Lourdes Pilgrimage 2018.
They worked tirelessly all year to fundraise for their trip. This
included a sponsored walk, lots of bag packing at our local
supermarkets, and cake sales. Whilst out on their sponsored
walk, the Lourdes group bumped into Anton du Beke who
wished them all the very best of luck.

SHREWSBURY DIOCESAN
SCHOOL MASS
Our newly formed Faith in Action group celebrated Mass with
Bishop Mark and other schools in the diocese. Frankee Smith in
Year 8 volunteered to read during mass and our pupils had the
opportunity to meet Bishop Mark afterwards. This was followed
by a Mini-Dash conference which develops links between schools
whilst looking deeper at our faith. The pupils had the opportunity
to work with pupils from other schools and take part in activities
such as creating their own prayer beads. They were also given a
presentation by Caritas who gave our group lots of new ideas for
our charity work next year.

FATHER TOM AND OUR PARISH
Over the course of the year, Father Tom has invited our Year
7 pupils over to Holy Apostles and Martyrs' to celebrate Mass
for important feast days. These have included the feast of the
Ascension and St Peter and St Paul. Father Tom has happily
spent time with year 7 talking about his role as a priest and
shown them around the church and talked about its features.

Caritas International reflects the social mission and core values of
the Catholic Church. They believe in dignity, solidarity and stewardship on behalf of the world’s most vulnerable people. Year 7
raised £1000 for the charity. The money was raised through the
Share the Journey sponsored walk. Lucia Moor and Jay Hickman
claimed prizes for the most money raised. In July, Trish from
CARITAS was presented with a cheque by our pupils for all the hard
work they had done.
17
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St Mary's Perform at the
Lowry Theatre in Salford

Every year the National Theatre commisions a series of brand new plays to be written for young people across the country,
and this year, fifteen (ten actors and five musicians) students from St. Mary's were selected to perform 'The Changing Room'
by Chris Bush, a play which explores the confusing and often hilarious years between child and adult and what it means to
grow up in 2018.
In March we had our first two performances of the piece, in the studio and in front of representatives from both the National
Theatre and the Lowry venue in Salford. The cast were fantastic and after a feedback session with the directors we set about
preparing the piece for its debut on the Lowry stage in May. After a busy day moving and reassembling set, running through
tech set-ups and participating in workshops with renowned theatre practitioners, the cast performed on stage at the Lowry to
an audience who were in stitches throughout! A great Swan song for five of the cast who were Year 13 students and a wonderful opportunity to perform at a professional venue for everyone. Well done everyone!
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Daniel Regan Crowned National 'BTEC
Performing Arts Student of the Year'
Daniel received the prestigious national award in
recognition of his achievement in the subject and
travelled to London to collect his prize along with
his proud teacher, Miss McCallion. Throughout his
time here, Daniel has performed in many productions
including the lead role in our production of Bugsy
Malone back in February and, in October 2017, Daniel
was chosen as one of only 12 boys from across the UK
to take part in Frantic Assembly's Ignition project.
On receiving the accolade, Daniel said;
"I am delighted to have won this award. Studying BTEC
Performing Arts has provided opportunities for me to
develop skills that have enabled me to participate in
a wide range of professional acting experiences. The
BTEC courses focus on vocational proficiencies, this
has prepared me for my chosen career path and I am
determined to follow my dreams of being a successful,
professional actor and hope that this achievement will
stand me in good stead for the future.”
Daniel is an exemplary student and member of our
school community. His passion for acting and his
achievements and commitment both in and outside
of the classroom are truly inspirational. This award
is testament to his character, his natural ability as a
performer and the challenges that he has overcome.
As a school we are so proud of Daniel and we hope
that this award is another accolade on his journey to
becoming an established actor.
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A Warm
Welcome
for our Chinese
Visitors
St Mary's Catholic College welcomed
a delegation of Chinese students and
teachers to the Wirral for a cultural
exchange visit.
Students from our sister school, Ludu Middle
school and SJP's sister school, No.2 Middle school
based in Taicang, visited Wirral for a three day trip
which saw them take part in a whole host of
activities.
While in Wirral, exchange students were paired
with SMCC students and experienced all aspects
of British school life and our SMCC Experience
week. This even included taking part in sports
day!
The visit precedes the joint St Mary's and SJP trip
to Taicang, China in October to continue this
exciting cultural partnership. During the 10 day
trip students will visit our sister schools and
experience what school is like in China as well as
visit the sights in Shanghai. SMCC students taking
part in the exchange trip have been learning
Mandarin in preparation for the visit and were
able to put some of their new language skills into
action.
St Mary's College along with SJP, were selected
as ambassador schools by Access China UK, an
organisation which funds school partnerships
in China and promotes the exchange of ideas
through different International programmes.

OUR SISTER SCHOOL 'LUDU MIDDLE
SCHOOL' IS IN TAICANG, CHINA. THE CITY
IS LOCATED SOUTH OF THE YANGTZE
RIVER ESTUARY AND IS A NATURAL PORT.
IT IS BORDERED BY SHANGHAI AND HAS A
POPULATION OF OVER 950,000!
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Lourdes is a holy site of pilgrimage for Catholics around the world. it
is the place where Mary appeared to St Bernadette 18 times in 1958
and there has also been many recorded miracles at the site. Around
CURABITUR METUS BUGUE ESET VESTIBULUM
seven million people now travel to Lourdes each year to seek spiritual,
physical or emotional healing.
URNA VITAE SUSC ELEIFEND RISUS TIBULUM LUCTUS

Lourdes 2018
TELLUS ET VELIT VARIUS FAUCIBUS
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Taking our Talents
to Paris
Our Performing Arts students had an amazing experience in Paris performing at Jean XXII Square.
The talented bunch entertained Parisians and tourists from around the world with their singing
and dancing in the glorious sunshine and our musicians were note perfect. A tour of Paris with
visits to the famous Sacre-Couer and Eiffel Tower was completed by a perfect day at Disneyland.
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Students Collect Gold
Duke of Edinburgh Awards
St Mary's students and their families attended the day-long event held in the gardens of the Queen’s London
residence. The DoE Award scheme was created by the Duke of Edinburgh as a way for those from all walks of
life to gather life skills, volunteering experience and to complete various challenging expeditions.

We will be holding a Duke of Edinburgh introduction evening in September 2018
where we will explain in more detail what the Bronze Award entails in terms of
personal commitment, skills, service and expeditions.

A Fond Farewell to our Year 13
Leavers
We said an emotional goodbye to our Year 13's at the
Holiday Inn in July as they
celebrated the end of their
St Mary's journey. Getting
to know each and everyone
of them since 2011, we are
so proud of their individual
achievments and wish them
every success for the future.

To see more photographs from our Leavers' Ball please like and follow our
Facebook page and to keep up to date with all the latest news and college
performances, don't forget to follow us on Twitter and subscribe to our
YouTube channel.
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St Mary's Alumni 2018
We are so very proud to have been a part of the journey for these determined
young people and many others. We wish them all the very best of luck as
they embark upon the next chapter in their lives. Congratulations to them all!
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Hannah
Brown

Matthew
Quinn

SS Peter & Paul
Primary School

SS Peter & Paul
Primary School

Graduated from
the University of
Liverpool with a
First Class Masters
Degree in Physics.
Starting a PhD in
Proton Therapy.

Graduated from
the University of
Leicester with a
Degree in Medicine,
achieving the
highest grade in
his class.

Dylan
Brannagan

Vanessa
Nokes

Sacred Heart
Primary School

SS Peter & Paul
Primary School

Graduated from
Nottingham Trent
University with
a First Class Degree
in French and Media.

Graduated from
Edinburgh
University with a
Distinction in
Veterinary Science.

Dr Shimal
Nemat

Patrick
McDowell

St Alban's Primary
School

Our Lady of Pity
Primary School

Graduated from
the University of
Leeds with a
Distinction in
Dentistry.

Graduated from
Central Saint Martins
with a BA (Hons)
Degree in Fashion.

Alastair
Nokes

Amy
Simpson

SS Peter & Paul
Primary School

St Alban's Primary
School

Graduated from
Lancaster
University with a
First Class Degree
in Law.

Graduated from
Northern
Ballet School with a
Diploma in
Proffessional Dance
validated by Trinity
College.
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